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Abstract:           (590/600 words) 
 
Considering any complex system, reaching a correct configura'on is challenging, and 
configura'on errors might have drama'c consequences. In October 2021, Meta encountered a 
DNS issue, leading to a 6-hour outage that impacted Facebook, Instagram, and WhatsApp [2]. A 
few months earlier, Orange upgraded all their call servers simultaneously. It triggered a massive 
outage of the 112 service (European equivalent of 911) for 8 hours, playing a role in the death of 
six persons [3]. More recently, Rogers encountered a 15-hour outage that paralyzed Canada: 25% 
of the country was disconnected from the internet, the Interac banking system was down, and 
911 was disrupted [4].  

In all these situa'ons, a configura'on error was the problem. Interes'ngly, these configura'ons 
error were “accidents” that could have been prevented if the engineers had the right prior 
knowledge of the legacy system. Focusing on the Rogers outage, an apparently useless traffic 
filtering rule was deleted on the routers. The lack of filtering for incoming traffic triggered a 
domino effect on all the routers, flooding Rogers’ core network.  

So, the real cause was the “change” in configura'on, which was not compliant with “why” the 
system was in its current state of configura'on. 

When documen'ng their configura'ons, it is up to the engineer in charge to describe not only 
the choice (“Here is a traffic filtering rule”) but also its jus'fica'on (“avoiding network flooding 
by regulaCng core traffic”). One can, for example, use an Architecture Decision Record (ADR) 
templates approach to force the expression of assump'ons, constraints, arguments, and 
implica'ons of the configura'on choice [5]. More formal approaches from the requirements 
engineering community can be used to link configura'on choices with seman'c jus'fica'ons, 
such as JusCficaCon Diagrams (JDs [6]) or goal models [7]. JDs were successfully used to jus'fy 
the configura'on of building systems for safety-cri'cal medical devices [8], and, more recently, to 
jus'fy DevOps pipelines at a larger scale [9]. 

A JD relies on Toulmin’s argumenta'on model [10] to reach a conclusion by assembling strategies 
that consume factual evidence or intermediate sub-conclusions to produce new conclusions. As 
such, when used to document a given configura'on, it forces the defini'on of an argumenta'on 
that jus'fies why the system is in its current state. Unfortunately, so far, this kind of ar'fact is only 
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used as documenta'on and is an addi'onal burden for the engineer (co-evolving with the 
configura'on). 

To tackle this challenge, we propose an extension to the JD model, implemented as an opera'onal 
domain-specific language. In addi'on to the evidence, strategy, and conclusion elements, we 
enriched the syntax by providing probes, opera'ons and expecta'ons associated with the 
jus'fied elements. As such, one can amach to the strategy describing the router configura'on 
deployment an expecta'on sta'ng that the filtering rule must be present in the configura'on 
and, if not, reject the deployment as being not compliant with its jus'fica'on. As such, the 
jus'fica'on becomes an opera'onal ar'fact that supports the configura'on. 

We are currently developing a textual version of the language in the context of an industrial 
partnership with a major telco operator and an SME specialized in sonware-defined networks. 
We are currently focusing our efforts on how the jus'fica'on can be leveraged by analyzing 
exis'ng configura'ons of build systems and exploring how such configura'on has evolved over 
the years. To respect NDA/IP concerns, we also apply our approach to open-source case studies, 
such as how Docker-compose con'nuous integra'on/con'nuous deployment (CI/CD) 
configura'on has evolved. This talk will describe the language, its current (preliminary) 
implementa'on, and how it can be leveraged to support the configura'on of such CI/CD systems. 
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